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Wolf Gold 1,000,000 

Wolf Gold 1,000,000 is a match 3 to win scratch card. 

Characteristics and features 

- The prizes are RNG based 

- All wins are expressed in real money, converted to player’s currency, based on currency exchange rate 

- The base currency for the prizes is Euro, in parity with USD and GBP  

- The PAYTABLE button is present on the screen at all times and shows the following information  

o List of all available prizes in the game  

o The chance of winning a certain prize out of the total number of tickets  

- The price per ticket is fixed and based on the users currency  

- Tickets are sold individually or in batches  

- Discounts can be applied to batches of tickets 

- When tickets are bought in batches, the number of bought tickets is always shown to the player on screen  

How To Play 

- User is presented with grid of 3x3 symbols that he needs to scratch using the mouse or finger to reveal the 

values underneath  

- When 3 of the same value are revealed, the user is awarded that prize 

- There is a single possible prize per ticket 

Free Play Feature 

- One of the possible prizes in the game is Free Play 

- When the user reveals 3 Free Play symbols on a ticket, one ore new ticket is awarded for free  

Paytable English 

Wolf Gold Pay Table 

Tier # Prizes Award 

1 1 1,000,000 

2 2 100,000 

3 25 10,000 

4 500 1,000 

5 1,500 500 

6 35,000 100 

7 150,000 40 

8 750,000 12 

9 800,000 4 

10 900,000 Freeplay 
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Diamond Strike 100,000 

Diamond Strike 100,000 is a match 3 to win scratch card. 

Characteristics and features 

- The prizes are RNG based 

- All wins are expressed in real money, converted to player’s currency, based on currency exchange 

rate 

- The base currency for the prizes is Euro, in parity with USD and GBP  

- The PAYTABLE button is present on the screen at all times and shows the following information  

o List of all available prizes in the game  

o The chance of winning a certain prize out of the total number of tickets  

- The price per ticket is fixed and based on the users currency  

- Tickets are sold individually or in batches  

- Discounts can be applied to batches of tickets 

- When tickets are bought in batches, the number of bought tickets is always shown to the player on 

screen  

How To Play 

- User is presented with grid of 3x3 symbols that he needs to scratch using the mouse or finger to 

reveal the values underneath  

- When 3 of the same value are revealed, the user is awarded that prize 

- There is a single possible prize per ticket 

Free Play Feature 

- One of the possible prizes in the game is Free Play 

- When the user reveals 3 Free Play symbols on a ticket, one ore new ticket is awarded for free  

Paytable English 

Diamond Strike Pay Table 

Tier # Prizes Award 

1 1 100,000 

2 10 10,000 

3 50 2,000 

4 100 1,000 

5 1,000 200 

6 10,000 100 

7 50,000 20 

8 420,000 5 
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9 1,000,000 5 

10 1,218,839 Freeplay 
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Panda Gold 10,000 

Panda Gold 10,000 is a match 3 to win scratch card. 

Characteristics and features 

- The prizes are RNG based 

- All wins are expressed in real money, converted to player’s currency, based on currency exchange rate 

- The base currency for the prizes is Euro, in parity with USD and GBP  

- The PAYTABLE button is present on the screen at all times and shows the following information  

o List of all available prizes in the game  

o The chance of winning a certain prize out of the total number of tickets  

- The price per ticket is fixed and based on the users currency  

- Tickets are sold individually or in batches  

- Discounts can be applied to batches of tickets 

- When tickets are bought in batches, the number of bought tickets is always shown to the player on screen  

How To Play 

- User is presented with grid of 3x3 symbols that he needs to scratch using the mouse or finger to reveal the 

values underneath  

- When 3 of the same value are revealed, the user is awarded that prize 

- There is a single possible prize per ticket 

Free Play Feature 

- One of the possible prizes in the game is Free Play 

- When the user reveals 3 Free Play symbols on a ticket, one ore new ticket is awarded for free  

Paytable English 

Panda Gold Pay Table 

Tier # Prizes Award 

1 1 10,000 

2 10 1,000 

3 100 100 

4 400 50 

5 950 25 

6 8,250 10 

7 20,000 5 

8 55,000 1 

9 105,000 0.5 

10 150,000 Freeplay 
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Queen of Gold 100,000 

Queen of Gold 100,000 is a match 3 to win scratch card. 

Characteristics and features 

- The prizes are RNG based 

- All wins are expressed in real money, converted to player’s currency, based on currency exchange rate 

- The base currency for the prizes is Euro, in parity with USD and GBP  

- The PAYTABLE button is present on the screen at all times and shows the following information  

o List of all available prizes in the game  

o The chance of winning a certain prize out of the total number of tickets  

- The price per ticket is fixed and based on the users currency  

- Tickets are sold individually or in batches  

- Discounts can be applied to batches of tickets 

- When tickets are bought in batches, the number of bought tickets is always shown to the player on screen  

How To Play 

- User is presented with grid of 3x3 symbols that he needs to scratch using the mouse or finger to reveal the 

values underneath  

- When 3 of the same value are revealed, the user is awarded that prize 

- There is a single possible prize per ticket 

Paytable English 

Queen of Gold Pay Table 

Tier # Prizes Award 

1 1 100,000 

2 3 50,000 

3 35 5,000 

4 200 1,000 

5 1,000 500 

6 12,000 50 

7 120,000 10 

8 325,000 5 

9 950,000 2 

10 1,200,000 1 
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Hot Safari 50,000 

Hot Safari 50,000 is a match 3 to win scratch card. 

Characteristics and features 

- The prizes are RNG based 

- All wins are expressed in real money, converted to player’s currency, based on currency exchange rate 

- The base currency for the prizes is Euro, in parity with USD and GBP  

- The PAYTABLE button is present on the screen at all times and shows the following information  

o List of all available prizes in the game  

o The chance of winning a certain prize out of the total number of tickets  

- The price per ticket is fixed and based on the users currency  

- Tickets are sold individually or in batches  

- Discounts can be applied to batches of tickets 

- When tickets are bought in batches, the number of bought tickets is always shown to the player on screen  

How To Play 

- User is presented with grid of 3x3 symbols that he needs to scratch using the mouse or finger to 

reveal the values underneath  

- When 3 of the same value are revealed, the user is awarded that prize 

- There is a single possible prize per ticket 

Free Play Feature 

- One of the possible prizes in the game is Free Play 

- When the user reveals 3 Free Play symbols on a ticket, one ore new ticket is awarded for free  

Paytable English 

Hot Safari Pay Table 

Tier # Prizes Award 

1 1 50,000 

2 12 5,000 

3 200 500 

4 750 250 

5 5,000 50 

6 15,000 25 

7 125,000 5 

8 475,000 2.5 

9 1,200,000 0.5 

10 1,500,000 Freeplay 
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Gold Rush 250,000 

Gold Rush 250,000 is a match 3 to win scratch card. 

Characteristics and features 

- The prizes are RNG based 

- All wins are expressed in real money, converted to player’s currency, based on currency exchange rate 

- The base currency for the prizes is Euro, in parity with USD and GBP  

- The PAYTABLE button is present on the screen at all times and shows the following information  

o List of all available prizes in the game  

o The chance of winning a certain prize out of the total number of tickets  

- The price per ticket is fixed and based on the users currency  

- Tickets are sold individually or in batches  

- Discounts can be applied to batches of tickets 

- When tickets are bought in batches, the number of bought tickets is always shown to the player on screen  

How To Play 

- User is presented with grid of 3x3 symbols that he needs to scratch using the mouse or finger to 

reveal the values underneath  

- When 3 of the same value are revealed, the user is awarded that prize 

- There is a single possible prize per ticket 

Paytable English 

Gold Rush Pay Table 

Tier # Prizes Award 

1 1 250,000 

2 5 50,000 

3 25 10,000 

4 300 1,000 

5 5,000 100 

6 30,000 20 

7 75,000 10 

8 200,000 5 

9 1,000,000 2 

10 1,200,000 1 
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7 Piggies 5,000 

7 Piggies 5,000 is a match 3 to win scratch card. 

Characteristics and features 

- The prizes are RNG based 

- All wins are expressed in real money, converted to player’s currency, based on currency exchange rate 

- The base currency for the prizes is Euro, in parity with USD and GBP  

- The PAYTABLE button is present on the screen at all times and shows the following information  

o List of all available prizes in the game  

o The chance of winning a certain prize out of the total number of tickets  

- The price per ticket is fixed and based on the users currency  

- Tickets are sold individually or in batches  

- Discounts can be applied to batches of tickets 

- When tickets are bought in batches, the number of bought tickets is always shown to the player on screen  

How To Play 

- User is presented with grid of 3x3 symbols that he needs to scratch using the mouse or finger to 

reveal the values underneath  

- When 3 of the same value are revealed, the user is awarded that prize 

- There is a single possible prize per ticket 

Paytable English 

7 Piggies Pay Table 

Tier # Prizes Award 

1   5,000 

2   500 

3   50 

4   25 

5   1 

6   0.5 
 

 

 


